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Tanks and aeroplanes are on the way to Soviet Russia* The full 

quota promised for October is already there. Uncle Joe's requirements 

will be met to the full. .Many times we have shown U.S. war material 

earning into this country; now .for the first time 'are show British weapons 

on the way to our ally. And just as America supplies us on a Lease-

Lend basis, so the aeroplanes in these crates, the tanks and all the 

other material we now send to the Soviet will be without payment. The 

Lease-Lend formula means maximum effort all round. 

(6 SCENES WITHOUT VOICE: PAN FROM ROPE TO TANK) The Moscow Mission 

put the Anglo-Soviet alliance on the sound basis of business, friendship 

and complete understanding. The factories of Britain and America will 

keep the valiant Red Armies fully supplied with the sinews of war. 

Lord Beaverbrook calls for unremitting effort to fulfill our 

obligations to Russia: 

"You know how deeply we^age concerned. For if the Russians , 
fall our turn comes next .^But if the Russians are sustained and.'-' 
our battle is fought out and won we are completely committed to 
the Russian cause as if we were ourselves a par 1^8696- a share in 
that great Union of peoples. Now when I talked^^g^the Russian 
Prime Minister he asked me for supplies and I promised, that 
promise is given on your behalf. I spoke the words - you must 
do the deed, and I promised I assure you in a very big way. 

(y V) . "I want you to know that you are fighting in Russia for 
your hearth and your homg^inJri;J'-XSS&.t0 know 
in the factory and yotL-hcwfe in th.fr-factory that^you are 
just as much concerned in the battle as if you were in the trench 
line. For the aircraft that you build and the tanks that you 
send out to the Russians are involved in the war, it is common 
to all those elements in the world that wilt' mibt oubmarfe U <, 
T»e enslaved, that will not submit to torture, that will not 
give way to domination brutal, unreasoning, cruel, harsh and 
even murderous. So I call upon you, everyone of you in the 
name of freedom, in the name of liberty to put forward now and 
here all your efforts, every bit of fortitude and courage and 
endurance that's in you so that we may, prevail in that struggle 
that can have only one ending or theAdestruction 
of mankind through the forces oi^vilT^^ ,xf0\ 
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